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SUNKARY
Research work on NASA Grant NAG 3-9 concentrated on development of
i
numerical methods for the Euler equations and on development of analysis
i	 methods for these equations. Results of this work have been published as
E
journal articles, AIAA papers, student theses, and MIT internal reports.
The most important results were a streamtube Euler solver which combines
high accuracy and good convergence rates with capabilities for inverse or
direct mode solution modes and an analysis technique for finite difference
t
E	 models of hyperbolic partial difference equations.
Two graduate students, Robert Bush and Michael Giles, were partially
supported by this grant. Robert Bush received his S.M. degree in February
1981 and his Ph.D. degree in September 1983. Michael Giles received his
S.M. degree in September 1982. Michael was also supported for a summer
visit to ICASE in 1983.
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TECHNICAL SUPKUY
The earliest work on this grant was computational work on approximate
factorization (AF) methods for Euler and Navier-Stokes equations and was
performed by Robert Bush. The major new result from his work was recogni-
tion that the optimum time step size for AF methods was not necessarily the
largest stable time step. This result has now been substantiated by other
analytical and computational results. A Jour. of Comp. Physics paper [1]
and an S.M. thesis [2] were published during this phase. A copy of
Reference 1 is included in the Appendix.
The next phase of effort on the grant concentrated on a new analysis
method applied to finite difference methods for hyperbolic equations, and
was performed by Michael Giles. This work developed group velocity concepts
for finite difference equations to explain spurious traveling wave
solutions, dissipation and stability of inflow/outflow bounc , ry conditions,
and convergence rates. During this phase, a Jour. of Comp. Physics paper
[3], an IMACS symposium paper [4], an ICASE contractor report [5] and a
S.M. thesis [6] were published. References 3, 4, and 5 are included in the
Appendix.
The last phase of the grant work examined new solution methods for the
Euler equations and was also conductea by Michael Giles. Major results
from this work were a box-type method for the quasi-one-dimensional Euler
equations, and a streamtube method for the two-dimensional Euler equations.
Both methods are substantially faster than other comparable solution
schemes. An AIAA paper [7] was published on the streamtube method, and an
internal MIT report [8] was published on the box method. References 7 and
8 are included in the Appendix.
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Note
Boundary Treatments for Implicit Solutions
to Euler and Navier—Stokes Equations
INTRODUCTION
Implicit time marching schemes like those of Beam and Warning (1 1, Briley and
MacDonald 121, and MacCormack (1980) 131 generally have not been as robust as
would be expected from a stability analysis for the pure initial value problem.
Recently, Yee et al. 141 illustrated that a more general stability analysis, which
includes the effect of boundary conditions, may explain some of the seemingly
anomalous behavior of these schemes. Tae mayor theoretical basis for this type of
modal stability was established in a stales of papers by Krelss J5, 61, Osher 17, 81,
and Gustafsson et al. 19 1.
Yee as well as Gustafsson and Oliger 1101 considered the effect of inflow—outflow
boundary condition formulations on the stability of a class of numerical schemes to
solve the Euler equations in one space dimension. The characteristic feature of a
subsonic inflow—clutflow, boundary is that a priori boundar y values may be specified
for only some problem variables, while remaining boundar values must be deter-
mined as part of the solution process. Yee demonstrated a rather large disparit 3 in
stability bounds between the use of explicit or implicit extrapolation procedures and
in general demonstrated that implicit extrapolation procedures had the least
restrictive stability bounds. The intent here is to explore computationally the
implication of this work for several two-dimension°I Euler and Navier—Stokes
simulations.
NUMERICAL PROCEDURES
The two-dimensional Navier—Stokes e^ uations ma y be written in vector form as
111
CU 2E cF eR CS
—+—+—=—+—.
	 ( I )Ct	 C.Y	 Cl'	 ex	 Cl'
The strong conservation law form may be retained under a general coordinate
mapping as illustrated in Viviand I I 11. All computations to be described were
conducted in a mapped computational domain but for simplicity numerical and
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FIG. 1. Grid numbering schene for boundary condition formulat on.
boundary condition procedures will be described in the simple two-dimensional
geometry shown in Fig. 1.
A 1979 paper by Beam and Warning 1121 outlined a solution scheme for systems
of equations of form ( 1) which included most numerical schemes for which the modal
boundary condition analysis has been conducted. This scheme uses the well-
developed methods for ordinary differential equations as a guide to developing
numerical methods for partial differential equations. The scheme presented combines
linear multistep methods. local linearization, approximate factorization, and one leg
methods. The shceme. a generalizati )n of the scheme presented in I 11. solves for a
variable p(F. I u which is equivalent to Ju" in the class of schemes represented by the
earlier paper. The earlier scheme Is somewhat easier to understand as Ju" is just the
change In the solution from time level n to level n + I, while p(E) u is a more general
time differencing formula.
The solution schemes chosen are implemented as
	
(I+L°.)Ju*=RHS".
	
(2)
(I+ L')JU" = JU * .	 (3)
	
L" ' 1 -= U" + J U",	 (4)
where RHS" is very nearly the finite difference approximation to the steady state
equations, and L , and L, are linearized difference operators representing a particular
time and spatial differencing scheme.
Full details of these operators are contained in I11. If the spatial differericing is
taken to be centered, the computational form of either Eq. (2) or (3) appears at each
interior point as
A "J L'"_ I t B,,"J U," + C,,"J U". I = D,",
	 (5)
where A ; , B,, and C, are 4 x 4 matrices known at time level n, D, is the right-hand
side vector at node point i known at time level n, and JU" is the unknown vector at
1
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node point i. The boundary points will be assumed to involve only the nearest two
points in the x direction.
AodUo + BodU, +Cod L'; = Do. 	 (6)
The restriction to extrapolation along grid lines (actually transformed grid lines), is
necessary to maintain he block tridiagonal form and avoids possible instabilities due
to skewed extrapolation, see 1131.
The full matrix equation will ;educe to tridiagonal form if the first and nth
equations are substituted into the second and the (n — i)th equations, for example,
B; = B, —A,A0'Bo.	 (7)
BOUNDARY TREATMENTS
InJ10K'—ourf7oK' Boundall'
The finite difference algorithms studied usually require more boundary values than
are required for the partial differential equations which they simu;ate. These extra
numerical boundar y conditions cannot be set arbitraril y and are usuall y determined
through an extrapolation procedure. These extrapolation procedures may either be
explicit, that is boundary values needed at a new time are determined uniquely from
the old time level solution, or implicit, that is, the boundary values are determined as
part of the new time level solution. The analytical boundar} conditions or the
extrapolation quantities are usually not conservation variables but primitive variables,
and a local linearization is usually required as part of defining the extrapolation
procedure.
Consider, for example. an implicit subsonic outflow boundary at which the local
static pressure is specified as a boundary condition and all other variables are to be
determined by extrapolation. Figure I shows a typical computational grid and defines
the subscripts used.
P"'' —PR
	
i.l	 iJ
Pu
pv 
	
= Z PuI pu ) .
	
1	 /	 1
given.	 (8)
implicit space extrapolation. 	 (9)
In order to complete the boundary formulation, all equations must be expressed in
delta form and in terms of conservation variables. For the Dotal internal energy this
may be done throug^i its definition
E, = P/(i — 1) + 11 (pu)'/p + (r )'/p. 	 (10)
Since the relations between conservation variables are nonlinear. some linearization
J
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step will be necessary before the boundary condition formulation may be used. We
choose to introduce our linearization step here as
AE, = (E"'' — E")= ( 1 1(y — l ))dP—}(u' + v 2 )" dp + u"d(pu) + c"d(pt•)
+(A UA I:,  du', du 2 , dpdu, dpdtr). 	 (11)
If terms of order Ju& are neglected, the error is equivalent to the linearization error
of the interior point scheme. We may express the transformation from 5oundary
variables to conservation variables as
JP	 1 0 0 0 JP
dpu	 0
Ui. I	 (
1 0 0 Jpu
dpr	 0 0 1 0 dpr
JE,	 ; .i	 —	 ;(u' + e 2 )" u c" 1) JP	 (I^)
we shall in general denote transformation from conservative to primitive variables as
JW i. , = T,.,JU; .,. (13)
The extrapolation conditions for W are
Jp 2 0 0	 0 ` dp
J {4' Jpu	 _ 0 2 0	 0 Jpu,= Jpr 0 0 2	 0 Jpc
JP	 , 0 0 0	 0 dP
—1	 0 0 0 dp
+	 0	 —1 0 0 dpu
1	 1	 10	 0 —1 0 Jpt.
)IJ0	 0 0 0 JP - 2
or
JK". =Pj- 1;V 1- +P,_, W,.,-2.
	
(15)
The final equations relating the boundary conservation variables and the interior
conservation variables are
JU,.j =N".j(P.,-,T".j-,JU,.j-, + P'-2T".j-,JU;.j-2) 	 (15)
or
d0,.lGi.^-,JU,.j-i +H"3 -:dUi.j-:	 (17)
With the definition of P,_, and P, -2 given in Eq. (15), T, , , - , and T; , ,	 are identity
matrices.
0
_	 bF_ WW^
M -
1
'' 11
1
i	 1
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f
An explicit outflow boundary treatment was constructed using
P.. I = P",	 given,
Pu 	= Pu 	 (18)
P 1 ,	 i 3 	 pt'	 r.J - i
and setting G,., - , = H, ,, - 2 = 0.
In forming Eq. (9), we choose to extrapolate the local momentum flux rather than
a specific primitive or characteristic variable; choice of other extrapolation variables
would alter only the transformation matrix T,.,. Extrapolation of the momentum flux
is somewhat arbitrary, but its choice did not affect the accuracy of the computational
results to be presented.
Solid Wall Boundan , Procedures
The boundary treatment procedure illustrated for inflow—outflow boundary are
easily extended to cover solid walls in either inviscid or viscous n ow situations. Here
Jp	 y/T	 p/T
	 0 0
	 JP
Jpu	 yu/T	 pu/T	 0 0	 J 
J Uo . , =	 JPt . 	_	 ;,r/T	 pt-,'T	 0	 Sq	 Jq	 (I o )
JE,	 1 + 1 f'q	 — 1 T Pq 0
	 J 
;
 
--I  2 T	 2 T
or
JU., _ No" , J WO., -	 (20)
where q is the velocity parallel to the wall and S is the wall slope. For the inviscid
flow examples i PIrY, eT/ Y. and "q%cY are set equal to zero, while. for the viscous
flow examples c, u, anj ^TIcY are set equal to zero and ^Plr'v is equal to
4,13,W';eY')(c). All derivatives are evaluated by one-sided finite difference formulas.
As indicated by Duggeln et al. (141, an ADI type procedure requires boundary
conditions for the intermediate step. Usually the intermediate step was in the Y
direction and the boundary conditions were applied as if the intermediate results were
physical quantities, that is, the boundary conditions of Eq. (19) were applied to the
quantities JU' of Eck. (2).
Explicit wall boundary treatments are generated by applying the primitive variable
form of Eq. (19) and forcing the correction matrices to be zero.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
Three geometries were selected for detailed study: an inviscid supersonic diffuser
with weak oblique shock, supersonic in/supersonic out; an inviscid supersonic
BOUNDARY TREATMENTS
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FIG. 2. Computational grid for weak shock diffuser calculations.
diffuser with a strong normal shock, supersonic in/subsonic out, and a viscous super-
sonic diffuser with weak oblique shock illustrating a shock-boundary layer
interaction. Sketches of the geometries are shown in Figs. 24. Solutions for each
geometry were run to steady state fcr a range of time Step sizes. For convenience.
time step sizes are reported in terms of x and y CFL numbers
(CFL,) = max(dt(u + c),.,/dx,. ),	 (21)
(CFL),.=max(dt(v +c)/fit ).	 (22)
The time step size was uniform over each calculation which results in nonuniform
CFL, and CFL, numbers. The maximum value of each is reported. Sample
conver gence history plots are shown in Fig. 5 which shows the log of the value of the
point maximum steady state residual
SSR = ?£i?.r — ?R/?x + r"fjcr — cS/cY
	
(23)
plotted against the iteration number. A solution was not termed stable unless the
residual converged to the machine accuracy. about l X 10'. All calculations used a
32 bit floating point word size.
Each geometry calculation was run with fully explicit extrapolations, Ju = 0, and
with fully implicit extrapolations: the results are summarized in Table 1. The most
interesting of these results are shown in Fig. 5. At a tipe step size corresponding to a
CFL, number of 15, convergence was rapid and very nearly monotonic in time. At
smaller time step sizes, the convergence was slower but nearly monotonic. At a CFL,
of 45, convergence rates initially appeared to be faster than for a CFL, of 15. but the
Final residual values oscillated sugnificantly about its minimum value. At a CFL, of
90, the convergence rate was substantially slower than at a CFL, of 15, and at larger
CFL, values the solution diverged.
The results for the strong shock diffuser can reasonably be compared to those of
Yee et al. 141. They reported a CFL number stability limit between 10 and 20, while
ti.
FIG. 3. Computational grid for shock-boundary layer calculations.
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F IG. 4. Computational grid for strong shock calculations.
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FIG. S. Convergence history for strong shock diffuser calculation.
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we found stability limits between 90 and 150. Thus the analysis in one spzce
dimension does appear to provide a sufficient condition for stability, but it may not
provide a close approximation to the stability limit. It is essential, however, to
emphasize that the largest convergence rates were observed at time steps
corresponding to CFL numbers of order 10 and that only a marginal computational
time advantage for the implicit boundary formulations was observed.
The results for the shock-boundary laver calculation are very interesting but they
demonstrate a substantial comput_tional advantage for the implicit solid wall
conditions, not for the inflow—outflow extrapolation. Here the stability boundar y and
the best convergence rates were observed at time step sizes corresponding to CFL,
numbers of 5 to 10. When using the ii iplicit wall conditions, the algorithm stability
appeared to be independent of grid spacing in the normal direction as might be
hoped. Whtn using the explicit wall condition, the algorithm stability was limited to a
CFL, number of about 500.
CONCLUSIONS ..'.M) DISCUSSION
While it is difficult to generalize from only,
 a few test c:. l m.ples. it .s apparent that
a better appreciation of the role that boundary treatments play in implicit algorithms
has a l lowed the development of far more robust Beam and Warming type solvers. For
both explicit and implicit boundary treatments. we were able to cempute solutions
accurately with titre steps 50 to 100 times ger than explicit time limits while
retaining the ability to choose rather arbitrary initial conditions. In man y cases, our
limiting time steps for the two-dimensional test problems were in fact urger than the
limit which a one-dimensional analysis would suggest.
The Most important computational result we observed was that while an improved
appreciation of boundary treatments did allow very iarge time step sizes to be used.
the largest convergence rates to steady state were cbserved at relatively small time
step sizes. For the two-dimensional test problems. the best CFL, numbers were of
order 10. not of order 100. One-dimensional test examples showed no such
convergence rate behavior. Present;, ;nnublished analysis by Abarbanel er U1. 1151
has linked this behavior to the approximate factorization form of Eqs. (2) and 0).
'his effect now seems to be setting the time step sizes for our viscous flow
computations and new work should focus on methods r.r o v er_oming this limitation.
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Abstract
f	 An asymptotic approach is used to analyze the propagation and dissi-
pation of wavelike solutions to finite difference equations. It is
shown that to first order the amplitude of a wave is convected at the
local group velocity and varies in magnitude if the coefficients of the
finite difference equation vary. Asymptotic boundary conditions coup-
ling the amplitudes of different wave solutions are also derived.
Equations are derived for the motion of wavepackers and their interac-
tion at boundaries. Comparison with numerical experiments demonstrates
the success and limitations of the asymptotic approach. Finally an
asymptotic global stability analysis is developed.
Notation
6x rJ ]+
 }
- 
U.+1	 -	 U]	 ]
ux U. +i
J	 ,
- 2 (U	
+1	 +	 U.)J	 J
a
U	 -
U	
-
7 U. U.	 - U.x
) )+1	 )
x
J ]-1
E	 U. - U.
mx ]
	 ]+m
r
When there are several independent variables the subscript on the
finite operator denotes the direction of the shift, differencing or
averaging. For example,
if	 Un - u(Xc ,t )
	
then	 6 Un	
Un	 - Un
]	 j n	 x j+i	 ]+1	 7
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Z 'rw 'W v"' -	 a,
- 
D
!E
A • complex conjugate of A
Re(A) - Real component of A
Im(A) - Imaginary component of A
I. Introduction
Methods for analysing dispersive partial differential equations are 	 {
vell established. Using Fourier decomposition and asymptotic evaluation
of integrals, or by direct asymptotic expansion, (5,9J it can be shown
that the energy propagates at the local group velocity. Ray theory
(5,9] then treats wavepackets, localized wavelike disturbances, as
	
il
particles and derivis simple o.d.e.'s for their motion. This paper 	 i
applies the techniques to the analysis of numerical wave propagation in
finite difference equations. Due to the discretization the numerical
waves are always dispersive even if the analytic system being modeled is
nondispersive. Until recently the iaportance of the group velocity in
analyzing finite difference solutions does not seem to have been
recognized. Kentzer (4] discusses the role of group velocity and shows
►that in many common schemes the numerical group velocity at high
vavenumbers is in the opposite direction to the analytic group velocity.
Vichnevetsky and Bowles (e] derive reflection coefficients for the
interaction of waves at boundaries, and present several illustrative
numerical examples. Trefethen (6] provides a group velocity interpreta-
tion of the stability theory of Gustaffson, Kreiss and Sundstrom (3),
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and in a forthcomina pacer [7] will derive rigorous conditions for the
P-stability (10] of two-boundary problems. In the stability analysis in
this paper we use P-stability, which is concerned with stability in the
limit t•W, rather than GKS-stabilty which is concerned with stability in
the limit At-0. Reference (2) contains further details and numerical
examples of the work in this paper. It also includes'a more general
global stability analysis which allows for variable coefficients in the
finite difference equations, and in the case of constant coefficients
reduces to the exact stability analysis of Beam, Warming and Yee (1].
The approach we use is an asymptotic one in which a wave solution is
expressed as a product of a complex amplitude and an oscillatory phase
function whose frequency and wavenumber may also be complex. The asymp-
totic assumption, or approxi=ation, is that the length scale for varia-
tions in the amplitude and wavenumber is large relative to a mesh cell
length. An asymptotic expansion leads to a local dispersion relation
relating the wavenumber to the frequency. The first order tors produce
an equation for the amplitude in which the local group velocity appears
as the velocity of convection of the amplitude. Also there is a
variation in the magnitude of the amplitude if the coefficients of the
finite difference equation vary. All of the wave solutions with a given
frequency and different wavenumbers are coupled at the boundaries by
asymptotic boundary conditions. If there are only two waves per
frequency then this reduces to the amplitude reflection coefficients
computed by Vichnevetsky and Bowles (8].
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The following section develops a theory for the motion of wave-
packets which are wavelike disturbances of finite length and constant
frequency. Using the techniques of classical ray theory [5,9j, these
can be treated as particles and simple o.d.e.'s can be derived to
describe their motion and the change in their energy. When they reach
the boundary they are reflected into wavepackets of a different wave-
number but the same frequency and the energy of the reflected wavepacket
can be calculated from boundary reflection coefficients. The last
section derives a global stability analysis in which the usual Fourier
stability analysis is modif..ed to calculate the effects of non-periodic
boundary conditions and slowly varying coefficients. This analysis is
then used to calculate the spectral radius of the backward Euler method.
II. Asvnototic A-olitude Analvsis
Asvmntotic Amulitude EQuation
Consider a general linear homogeneous finite difference equation
with variable coefficients,
r
L  U  - 0	 (1)
where
7—
L ^ _ L Cmp W Enix Ep t
	
(2)
m,p
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TIf the coefficients C	 are constants then
mp
Uj • exp(i(j^-nl)) 	(3)
is an exact solution of (1) provided
c_. Cmp exp (i (mm -p;Z ) ] - 0	 (4)
m,p
This equation is called the dispersion relation between wavenumber a
and frequency 1. If the coefficients are not constant then U can be
expressed as,
Uj , A(j,n) exp[iY(j,n)]
	
(5)
where A(j,n) is a slowly varying amplitude and v(j,n) is the phase of
the wave and is related to the frequency ; and wavenumber ) by
an - -.I	 a^ - ^
	
(6a,b)
J
The asymptotic approximation which is made is that the length scale
LA and time scale TA for variations in A and the length scale L, for
variations in a are much greater than 1. Substituting ( 5) into (2) and
expanding A and Y in Taylor seies about a point (j,n) yields,
	
• r 	 3
L Un	exp( i y ]	 c: (j) exp( i(my -ps2)]I A + m 3A + 
p 3A + im A 3
j j	 L— mp	 l	 a]	 an	 2	 a]
Mgr
	
+ 0( ALA- 2 0
 ATA-2 1 ALA -2
 )	 (7)
To satisfy equation (1) the amplitude A(j,n) must satisfy
A +
	 ;A+ a.(D,2,j) 3A	 + a^(^,.2,j) A a- - 0	 (8)
an	 a]	 )
11
im
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where ,
av(L,Z,j)	
Z 
C mp(j) exp[1(mm-p:2)]
	
(9a)
i	 m, p
11
a l (m,Z, j )	 i ( aa'I	 (9b)P., j 9, j const
aa
a 2 (9 ,7, j)	 -iI	 "	 (9c)
^O t Q , j const
i( 32a ^
iz,j const	 (9d)a, (^,a,j) - - A la © 2 ;
Because of the asymptotic assumptions ( 8) can only be satisfied if
a^(^,.^,j)	 0 + 0( L^-1,LA-1^TA-1 )	 (10)
This is the asymptotic form of the dispersion relation between 9 and
0 and will usually be satisfied by setting ac identically equal to zero.
m is now a slowly varying function of j due to the slow variation in the
coefficients. Neglecting the second order terms and dividing by ai gives
i
the asymptotic amplitude equation.
3A + r 3A	 E A	 (11)
an	 g 3j
where	 rg a a 2 / a l	 and	 - (a, aJ + a,) 	 a,	 (12,13)
Differentiating Eq.(33) with j held constant gives,
 
.^a2,
da a
	
d'2 +'
	
d,^	 0	 ( 14 )
	
13s2 x, j const	 has 9, j const
Hence,
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A
a;2	
-a•	 -r	 (15)g
	
const
	
: /a 1
Thus the amplitude A of the wave is convected at the local group
velocity.
Asymptotic Boundary Conditions
The general solution of Eq.(1) is a sum of waves with different
constant frequencies ;) and slowly varying wavenumber m and amplitude A.
	
M	 j
nUj 
y	
Am(j,n) exp(i( r D m (;) dF -na)]	 (16)
R	 m-1	 0
The outer summation is over different values of Q, and the inner
summation is over the M different values of 9 which satisfy the
dispersion relation for each 2. For each a,= the amplitude A satisfies
the asymptotic amplitude equation on the interior of the computational
domain independent of all the other waves. All the waves of each
frequency are however coupled by boundary conditions.
Suppose one of the finite difference boundary conditions at j-J is
r	 B UJ	 Olp Elx Ept U
J
 - 0	 (17)
p
^y
f
Performing the same expansion as in the derivation of the asymptotic
amplitude equation, retaining only the leading terms, and equating the
coefficients of exp(-iQ) for each Q, the boundary condition becomes,
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^...^ _	 3.-r ,^^. - y-
	 - - ^
	
,^. -+rte•	 -	 -.,
^'	 '^7 _ - +7
M	 J
b(f),^ ) A (J) exp(i r y	 dr J	 0
m	 m	 , m
M-1 	 0
where,
b(Q.0 M) - E Dlp exp(i(l^-PQ))	 (19)
1,P
There are similar asymptotic boundary conditions at j-0.
III. Ray ':heory And Waveoacket-Particles
In addition to the asymptotic approximations made earlier this
(18)
section assumes that for all real wavenumbers y,	 the frequency I is real
for all j and so the group velocity rg is real.
A Lagrangian - type total time derivative is defined by,
d	
a a
+ r
do -
	 an	 9 a j (20)
so	 d
d	
- rg	, (21)
a- FA (22)
and	 do - rg (23)
A general initial value problem for a wave of frequency n and wave-
number s(:1,j)
	
can be solved by integrating these equations from given
initial conditions.
A wavepacket is a wave for which the amplitude A is non-zero on only
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a small part of the domain. The energy is defined to te,
x J	
Jr
E(n)	 f IA(x,tn)12 UI	 JA(j,n);2 
T)-
dj	 (24)
x0	 0
Differentiating this definition, and using (22), yields,
dE
do ' ( E * E + ( d),  _ 1 2-(r g dx) l E	 ( 2 5)
Thus equations (21) and (25) describe the motion of a wavepacket
particle in the interior of the computational domain. When the wave —
packet reaches a boundary it is reflected as one or more wavepacxets
with the same frequency but different wavenumber. For the case in which
there are just two wavenumbers corresponding to the same frequency the
ratio of the reflected energy E 1 to the incident energy E, is given by,
E.	 I r(^q	 J)	
IR I 2	 (26)E,	 rg(Z1'J)	 J.
where the amplitude reflection coefficient R  is defined by,
A=(J,n;
RJ	 A,(J,n)	
(27)
• and is determined from the asymptotic boundary condition.
Example
The example is the solution of the model convective equation,
au , c Lu . 0
	 (28)
at	 ax
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using a trapezoidal =ethod,
1	 1	 n*1
(6t + 2 r j+} y tI x * .1 	µ t7 x	 U  ' - 0	 (29)
with	 r	 -	 cat	 (30)
j*}	
x3.1 X 
Figure 1 shows the solution U(x,t) corresponding to a uniform grid
O<j<2CO with r-1, and initial conditions corresponding to s we•.epacket
approximately 20 mesh units wide. Comparison of the heights of the
wavecrests a-e at time levels 60 and 120 shows that the phase velocity,
the velocity of the wavecrests, is greater than tAe group velocity, the
velocity of the wavepacket.
Figures 2 and 3 show comparisons of the wavepar-ket theory w,th
numerical experiments. In each case "experimental" values fcr X(n), the
position of the wavapacket, and E(n), its energy, are obtained by
solving the finite difference equations and "predicted" values are
calculated by solving the wavepacket equations. The initial wavepack et
in each case is similar to that in the previous example.
In the first case r varies exponentially from 0.05 at j-0 to 0.2 at
• j-200 and x-0.04 . Piqure 2 shows X(n) and ln(E(n)) both predicted and
experimental. This example shows the movement of a wavepackst and the
change in its energy due to the variation in r. The agreement between
the predicted and experimental values is excellent. The energy of the
analytic solution is constant so the vavepacket theory has successfully
predicted almost all of the change in the numerical energy due to the
Page 12
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nonuniform grid.
In the second case r is corstant and eq,. , to 1.0 and 1-0.3 .
Figure 3 shows X(n) and ln(E(n)j. This example illustrates the effect
of the downstream boundary reflecting a wevepacket with reduced energy.
Because of the finite length of the wavepacket the drop in energy is
smeared and X(n) does not quite reach 1.0 . Again the agreement is
excellent with the wavepacket theory accurately predicting the EZRrgy of
the reflected wavepacket.
IV. Asvmototic Stabilitv and Convergence Antivsis
In this section it is assumed that there are two wavenumbers
corresponding to each frequency, and that if one is rsal than so too
is the other. Examples of methods satisfying these conditions are the
trapezoidal method applied to the moc:el convective probli i with variable
CFL number r, and the whole class of Beam-warring schemes applied to the
model convective problem with constant CFL number.
The normal Fourier analysis assumes constant coefficients and
periodic boundary conditions and derives eigenfrequencies a(z) where
is a real wavenumber satisfying the periodic boundary conditions and
n(i) La the corresponding frequency given by the dispersion relation.
The common use of Fourier analysis to predict the stability of problems
with nonperlodic boundary conditions implicitly assumes that a($) is a
close approximation to the true eigenfrequency. This section follows
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that assum p cion, calculates a correction 1 1 to the Fourier frequency
A($) due to the boundary conditions, and then determines the validity of
the assumption based on the asymptotic errors,
	
j	 j
Uj	 A 1 (j,n) exp l^i f V, d^ -iwj + A I (j,n) exp i f m 2 dr -in,a	 (31)
	
l 0	 )	 0
If the true eigenfrequency is 2+V then Amexp(-in2 l ) and so,
Am (j,n) - exp(-irul') Am (j,0)	 , m-1,2	 (32)
Substituting these expressions into the asymptotic amplitude
equations to evaluate the time derivative and then integrating the
resultant o.d.e. gives,
J
A
m	 m
(J,0) - A (0,0) exp	
rg
J ^^fi"^I 	dj	 m-1,2	 (33)
	
^	 ^
	
0	 m
The two asymp totic boundary conditions then become: in matrix form
	
B	 I
A1(0'0)
I- 0
	
(34)
l A 2 (0,0) i
A non-trivial solution exists only if det,B)- 0 and this leads to
►the following equation for V.
J	 ^
exp i:2' f
	
[rg(a l ,j)] -1 - (rg(D I ,j)1 -1	 dj	 -
0
	
b 2 (n. t.	 b t (;1,.5.)	 I	 J	 J
Z,s l ) b l (,I, 'D 2 )	 exp i f T2-9i dj	 exp	 , =3 2- r9 i dj	 (35)l0
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If ^pII 
'P2 are chosen so that the r.h.3. is real and positive then
^r
	
b 2 (:.2,m 2 ) b 1 ( 1.s 1 )	
Re 
J	
E 1	 I E
	 di	 i_,—p	 N log b 2 (.1
	 ) b, (19 2 )	 I0 lr	 (rg.i
where,
'	 J
N - f (rg(^,,j)l 	 - (rq (^2 ,j)l -1 dj
0
Thus the frequency 1 resulting from a normal Fourier analysis is
corrected by an amount 1' due to boundary conditions and variable
coefficients. This approach, using Q as an initial approximation to ttie
actual eigenfrequency, is valid provided the asymptotic error is small.
The asymptotic error is 0(LA-2 ,TA-2 ) - 0(J-2,:1'2) so provided z «J
g
N >> 1 and hence R' << 1 except near frequencies for which
is zero, or infinite, which usually occurs at 1-0. However these
frequencies are heavi?y damped by the boundary conditions and so an
accurate estimate of their eigenfrequencies is not essential. This
,method gives accurate asymptotic values near the critical frequencies
which are least damped and which therefore determine the overall
spectral radius of the scheme.
(36)
(37)
I
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Example
This example is the backward Euler method applied to the model
convective problem with constant CFL number r and space extrapolation at
the downstream boundary. The finite difference equation is,
r at + r 
uxSx 
1 Un+1 a 0
	 (38)
and the dispersion relation is,
a o M 1 - exp ( i:) + it sin ( 0) - 0	 (39)
After carrying out the calculations the frequency correction 1 1 is
found to be (2),
f2	
it cos(-) (1 - it sin(:))
	 log(cot(D/2))	 (40)
2J ( 1 + r'sin^ (y) )
Thus the effect of the boundary conditions is to greatly accelerate
convergence at low wavenumbers while having little effect on the higher
wavenumbers. The spectral radius ^ is
X - max ; exp(-i (O+V
D
r log (J)
	
for J>>r	 (41)
= 1 - a.I
F
V. Cjnclusions
The validity of the asymptotic approach developed in this paper is
demonstrated by the numerical results in sectic III. The limitations
of the wavepacket theory are due to the asymptotic approximations
+7
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involved in treating the wavepacket as a particle. The stability
analysis in section IV uses fewer approximations and so the asymptotic
errors will be substantially smaller.
The calculation of the asymptotic amplitude equation and asymptotic
boundary conditions for a particular case is no more difficult than a
normal Fourier analysis. For applicable cases the wavepacket theory and
the stability analysis are straightforward. In more complex cases the
main benefit from the theory is the insight given by the asymptotic
amplitude equation and boundary conditions. The amplitude equation
gives the group velocity and the effect of varying coefficients which is
of great interest since in 2-0 cascade geometries cell lengths can vary
by factors of up to 100 in inviscid calculations and 1000 in viscous
calculations. The asymptotic boundary conditions give the amplitude
reflection coefficients which provide a practical criterion for choosing
the best numerical boundary conditions.
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Abstract
This paper presents and analYzes two
examples of wave-trapping, the Internal
reflection of numerical waves due solely to
variations in grid stretching.	 In both
examples the analytic equation is the scalar
convection equation which is non-dispersive
and for which each Fourier component of a
general disturbance propagates at the same
velocity c>0.	 However, numerical approxima-
tion• of this equation using ]-point spatial
differencinq and trapezoidal (or Crank-
Nicholson) time Integration have the property
that for a given frequency there is a sinuous
required spatial resolution ex for travelinq
wars solutions. In both the examples p re ven
-ted, an initially well resolved wevepacKet
propagates towards a region of the grid in
which the spacing ax is increaminq, until It
reaches the point at which the spatial resol-
ution reaches the critical value and Its
group velocity is zero. It is then reflected
and becomes a wavepacKSt with wavelength less
than 1 node points traveling with negative
group velocity.	 It travels through the well-
resolved region until once again It reaches a
region of inadequate grid resolution, and In
then reflected back into a wavepacKet with
wavelength greater than a nods points and a
positive group velocity.	 The difference
between the two examples list in the details
of the spatial dlfferencln q , which causes no
qualitative change but greatly affects the
*energy' of the wavepacket during the
oscillation.
These two cases are analyzed using a
previously derived asymptotic anal y sts which
calculate• simple o.d.s.'s for the motion and
the energy change of wavepackets traveling
throuqh nonuniform domains.	 Despite the
presence of the turning points at which the
simple asymptotic analysis is not strictly
valid, the agreement between the numerical
experiments and the theoretical analysis is
sxcsllant.
Notation
u	 variable
x,t	 coordinates	 analytic
c	 velocity
V	 variable
),n	 coordinates
r	 velocity
rg	 group velocity	 computational
A	 amplitude
T	 phase
0	 frequency
e	 wavenumoer
U^	 u(xj,tn)
n	 n	 n	 n#pL .. I	 U	 E U)+a	 pt 	
Uj
n	 n	 n	 n	 n	 n
^xuj	 uj^t	 u I	 vxuj - UM - uj -1
0 Un*j - Un*(- Un	 'v Un•,	 1 Un.,. Unt)	 )	 7	 t)	 2	 7	 J)
I. Introduction
Nonuniform grids are a common feature of
many numerical calculations.
	 For example, In
calculating two-dimensional transonic flow
over an airfoil, the Brie. spacing ax will
usually be very small ne.r the leading edge
of the airfoil to resolve large gralients,
and ar6lund the shock to limit the errors due
to numerical dissipation, while in the far
field as often becomes very large.	 There is
numerical evidence that these nonuniform
grids can cause some problems. Crosch and
Orszaq (2) found spurious non-physical
internal reflections duo to grid stretching.
Hence there is interest In anal y zing simple
model problems to gain insight into the
difficulties.
Thera are two limiting camas of non-
uniform grids.	 In the first there are two
uniform grids with different spatial resolu-
tion ax ;oined by an Interface.
	 Thin case
has been analyzed by Vichnevetsky (6) and
Trefethen (5). To summarize their findings,
in general a wa y s incident on the interface
produces a reflected wave in addition to a
transmitted wave.	 If the wavelength of the
wave is such larger than is on both sides,
then the reflected wave has a very small
amplitude. If the wavelength is of the ease
order as ,1x then up to 100% of the numerical
energy to reflected from the Interface.
In the second cost ax varies slowly over
a length scale such larger than ax. 	 It is
this case which is considered here u.inq a
previously derived as y mptotic analysis (1).
This analysis to also applicable to finite
difference equations In which the non-uniform
cosfficLent n are due not to non-uniform grids
but to slowly varylnq analytic equations.
► first we review the theory for the asymptotic
analysis and then we prosant two numerical
solutions of the model convection equation
using 1-poLnt spatial differenclnq and traps-
zoidal (or Crank-Nicholson) time Integration.
Because of the particular choice of variable
grid spacing ex and the frequency of the
waveoacket chosen for Initial conditions, the
examples both exhibit rave-trappinq in which
the wavepacket' n action in confined to a
central portion of the domain and its posi-
tion, vavanunber and energy go through a
periodic oscillation.
	 It is shown that the
3W 7[y.-. J
, )F Pl'311 QyP,i_:1 1
asym p totic theory accurately predicts this
b0hav10r.
fI. xeviev of Anvmntotic Analysts
Consider a general linear, homogeneous,
finite difference equation with variable
coefficients,
LJ um	 0	 (11
where
L J
 t	 Cep( J) Lax t pt	 (2)
m.P
Following the asymptotic approach of
classical anal y sis of wave propagation In
nonuniform dlspereive medium.. we consider
the trial solution,
n
U J • AIJ,nI exp(1TIJ,n11
	
Ill
where A(J,n) Is a slowly varying amplitude
and 91 I1,nI to the phase of the wave and to
related to the frequency a and wavenumoor s
by
In	
-1	 a	 (e.5)
The asymptotic approximation which is
made is that the length scale L for varia-
tions In A and • is much greater than 1.
Substituting (]) into (1), expanding A and r
In a Taylor series about a point IJ.n1, and
neglecting terms of order L" 1 , produces,
SOA • a 'In • a
l )_ • a^All • 0	 (6)
where,
so	
Z 
C mP ( J) exp(l(ms-pe)I	 (1)
m.P
• • i )ao	 •	 -I )a o .•	 -1 t^o	 18-101in	 t•	 2 )s'
All of the terms In (6) exce p t for the
first are of order L -1 , and so we require
that the 011) term in ao Is Identicall y equal
to zero.
	
Since I I 	 assumed to be constant,
because the coefficients In (2) are not
time-var y ing, this condition defines the
dispersion equation t-e(a,J).	 Equation f6)
can then be remrranged to form the asymptotic
amplitude equation.
	
1n ' '7 
L	 ' to	 (11)J
where,
•	 1(1^
`g	 G '/A'	 is)J comet	 t121
t	 -(sl^•aol/s^• -la bs /•,4 1 -4 0 /4,	 (1])
Thus the amplitude A of the wave 1g
convected at the local group velocity and
grove L;r deca y s In nonuniform cases in which
the wavenumber a in a function of ).
we now restrict our attention to non-
dissipative numerical schemes for modellnq
hyperbolic systems.
	 In these cases the Group
velocity for the numerical Scheme is real,
and It is convenient to define a Lagranglar.-
type total time derivative,
d
do- . 7n • `9 1)
	 I141
so that, as In classical ray theory (BI
	
a
set of equations ma y be written for the wave
propagation along rays.
G • rg	 1151
dA
to	 1161o 
do • rg	 (17)
A general initial value problem for a
wave cf frequenc y 0 and wavenumber On .J) can
be solved by Integrating theme equations from
given Initial conditions.
	
In (a) Trefethen
derived the kinematic ray equations (17).(17)
from the dispersion relitlon for an onto*-
tropic 2-0 ease in which the grid was uniform
but the analytic coefficients were not.
	
Com-
putational experiments confirmed the predic-
tions of the ray theory.	 In this paper we
are interested In the motion of vaveparxets.
which are waves for which A is sera on all
but a 88611 part of the domain.	 The energy
Is defined to be.
xrJ
t(nl	 I	 'A(k.tJ	 n)" da
x0
Jr
•	 I	 jA(J,n)12 d7 dl	 (16)
0
Differentiating this definition, and
using (16), yields,
r(	 1_)
de	 I211.(t)•Id)J	 L ( r 7dJ 11 t	 1171
Thus equations (15), (17) and (19)
describe the notion of a wavepacket In the
interior of the computational domain.
III. Examples and Analysis
Both of the numerical examples are
solutions co the model convective equation
with constant positive velocity c.
3u • c lu 
• 0	 1201
It	 7x
Both scheme• use trapezoidal time lntogr-
ation and 3-point spatial ilf!erencinq on a
nonuniform grid.
	 The llfference between the
schemes lies in the exact details of the
spatial differencing.
	 The first scheme is,
I • 1 lr	 •r	 lu (v • 6 1 u" •I . 0	 (211b t 	 2	 Jay	 J - j	 t	 r	 x)	 J
with	 r	
cat	
(221
This is onl y
 first order accurate on non-
uniform grids.	 The second sense* is second
order accurate.
(r	 12 (r	 12
l	 J•I	
l
U	 0	 12]o	 f	 J-^	 v	 IJ•`•1i t J•Z 	 ^ + t :• J•i^ 1•r t 7 zJ
Both examples use a computational domain
with 200 nodes, and non -uniform stretching
such that r varies a n shown In figure 1.	 The
Initial condition to 4 wavepacket located at
- - 3
PW
r
the center of the domain, with a wavelength
of sppromimatel y 12 node points.
2-
r
X	 1
figure 1. Plot of r(x) for both examples.
Figures 2 and 3 show the developeenc of
the solution for the two examples.	 Qualita-
tively the behavior in both cases is the
mama.	 For the first 100 iteration n the
vavepacket travels right, with incressinq
computational wevenueber as the local nosh
spacing an increases.
	
As the wavenumber
increases peat a/2, the vavepacket reverses
direction, and In the next 100 iterations
travels back to the center of the domain and
the wavenumber roaches a peek of nearly 1.
The wavenumber then begins to decrease while
the wavepacket continues moving left. Atter
about 300 iterations the wevenusber is sack
to 1/2, and the wavepacket reverses direction
again and travel@ right back to the center of
the domain, at which time It has the same
vavenueber it had originally.
The analysis of the first exempt• begins
by calculating the lisp_-slon relation.
a o - -21 stn10/2) • ir cos(0/2)sin(a)
	
(24)
n o the dispersion relation is,
2 tan(•/2) - r sl.i(el
	 I251
For a particular value of 0 the disper-
sion relation shove that there are two values
of a for each value of r. If r is less than
a critical value r erit- 2tan(l/2) , both roots
are real with ons In the interval (0,1/21 and
the other in the interval (^/2,11• If r is
greater tKan rerit• both roots are complex.
A lull discussion of theme feature@ is given
In (1),	 for the example presented here
r(rcrit in the middle 60• of the domain.
Figure 4 *have the real roots a in this part
of t he domain.
The vavepacket equations for the first
example are,
Cn - rq - r co8(a)cnm'(0/2)
	 (26)
1L - - d= s1n(a)com'10/2)
	
(27)
do	 d3
dC - 0.
	 (261do
OF F,
r^ _
a
0 0
	 lit	 X	 1
Figure 4. wavgpacket path In x-1 phase plane
equations (261 and 127) describe an anti-
clockwise •orlon around the x-a curve In
figure 4. 	 At the turning poin[s r-rent
4--/2 and the group velocit y rq is sera.
!L*-
	
is man-zero so the vavepacketdo
continues moving round the Curve.
Figure S shove a comparison of the posi-
tion and energy of the wavapackat obtained
from the numerical experisent and from intaq-
ratlnq the vavepacket equations.	 The agree-
sent to surprisingly good considering that
the theory is asymptotic, not exact. 	 In fact
the asymptotic theory Is not strictly valid
at the turning points, but following the
procedure used by Ligmthill (3) to analyze
caustics Iturninq points in analytic equa-
tions) It to possible to construct a local
anal y sis In the neighborhood of the turning
point, which resolve• this difficulty.
In the second example.
a	 -2l @In(C/21 • If can (0:2) sin (al0
• Cr cos(;/2)(cos(s)- 1) • O(L- 2 1	 (291
d 
To first order In L this is the ads@ as
in the first example, so the dispersion
equation and the equations for changes in x
and a are all the same.	 The ener g y equation
however is different.
if
do	
2;x'.1-coslal)cos'(0/21 C 	 1701
Fiqure 5 shows the comparison betveen
the numerical experiment and the vavepacket
theory.	 The theor y accuratel y predict n the
largo change in the energy of the wavepacket
during the oscillation.
It ni g ht be argued that to calculate the
stability of the finite difference n these one
should really anal y ze the elgensode n of the
finite difference equations.	 In ( 1 ) it was
shownthat for a particular class of problems
the average decay rate ca-culated using the
wavapacket analysis to asymptotically equal
to the deca y rate of the slgenmodas. 	 l3sinq a
similar analysts !t Can be proved that the
ease i n true for this problem. and so since
the wavepacksto have zero average decay rate,
the eigemmodes also have zero decay rats.	 To
demonstrate this this numericall y , and
exaslne the transition from a vavepacket form
into an elgensode representation example 1
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was continued for 60,000 iterations,	 Figure
7 shorn the solution at various stage•in its
development.	 1000 iterations rapreaent 2.5
periods of the osClllation, g o in figure 71a1
the waveoacket to alternatel y tro y elinn left
then right.	 Gradually the vaveoscaet u4come n
Stretched with the largest amplitude at the
front of the wev*pscket and a steadil y frow-
Ing 'tall- behind.	 This in a more extreme
example of a phenomenon noted and discussed
by Vlchnevetax y !71 •
	In the original wave-
packet the amplitude modulation corresponds
to a small p erturbation in the frequenc y . and
Consequently there in energy associated with
slightly higher frequencies which travels at
a smaller group velocity then the majorit y of
the energ y .	 After about S0,000 lteratlona
the energy to spread throughout the region in
which r,rcrit. At this stage In the develop-
sent the solution is best considered to be e
sus of eiganmodss of the system. 	 Since there
are probabl y
 @*worst eigen n*des with frequen-
Cle$ close to the frequenc y
 of the original
wevepacK*t, there 1s considerable 'besting'
or interference between the e ► genmedes.
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The initial boundary value problem describing the evol , ,tion of unsteady
linearized perturbations of a steady, uniform subsonic flow is analyzed. The
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tINTRODUCTION
In finite difference calculations of steady-state subsonic solutions of
quasi-one-dimensional and two-dimensional Euler equations using time marching
methods, it is often, observed that when the solution has almost converge? to
steady-state the remaining residual is due to the propagation of low frequency
waves up and down the domain. These waves are largely unaffected by numerical
viscosity and are dissipate 	 hrough the interaction with the inflow and
outflow boundary conditions.
	
The purpose of this paper is to examine this
process by anal yzing the un-teady linearized perturbations of a one-
dimensional, steady, un!fo m, subsonic flow. 	 For this linear proble^ vi
constant coefficients 	 is possible to derive the exact eigenmodes and
eigenfrequencies of the ir^tial boundar y value problem. This is the classical
technique used to analyze physical and acoustical vibrations in a finite
do lain (5] and more recently used in numerical analysis to examine the
P-stability of finite difference ap proximations to scalar equations
The exponential decay rate of the physical eigenmodes is computed for several
different sets of boundary conditions commonly used in finite difference3
calculations and the implications for the stability and convergence rates c_
these calculations are discussed.
The wellposedness of both the initial boundary value problem (i.b.v.p.)
and the steady-state boundary value problem (b.v.p.) is discussed brie-f
The definitive analysis of the i.b.v.p. for multi-dimensional hyperbolic
±	 systens is given by Kreiss in (L]. 	 Olicer and Sundstrom (7), use an ener v
method to establish sufficient conditions for the wellposedness of the Fuler
i.'n.v.p.	 Finally, the wellposedness of the steady-state solution to the
nonlinear quasi-one-dimensional and two-ainensional Euler e q uations will be
discussed in a forthcoming paper by Wornor and Hafez (9].
J
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2. ANALYSIS
The equation for the unsteadv linearized perturbation of a steady, uniform
one-dimensional flow is,
u	 p	 0	 p
u	 +	 0	 u	 p -1	 u	 0	 (1)
P T	 0	 YP	 u	 P	 X
where o, u, p are the perturbation density, velocity and pressure and
o, u, p are the steady, uni.`orm values.
The analysis is greatly simplified by defining Lhe following non-
di-ensional variables
J	 a/^	 (2)
u = u/c
	
(3)
_2
p	 p/	 c	 (.14)
x - X/L
	
(5)
t = TC/L,	 (o)
_	 _ _ 1/
where c - f-!p /a) 2	 is the speed of sound. L is the physical len g th of the
dorain considered, so in the non-dimensional domain the subsonic inflow is
at x - 0 ank9 the outflow is at 	 x = 1.
The resultant non-dimensional equation is
.'	 J
u	 + A u
	
- 0 9
	
(7)
P	 t	 P, x
ISD
3where
M	 1	 0
A -	 0	 M	 1	 (9)
0	 1	 M
and M is the Mach number of the unperturbed flow.
Equation (7) has wave-like solutions
(P)
u	 exp,i(kx - mt)^U	 (9)
p
provided
(ka - wI)U - 0,	 (10)
so w/k is an eigenvalue of A and U is the corresponding eigenvector.
The three eigenvalues of A and their corresponding eiyenvectors are
1
A l
 = M	 U1 -	 0
0
1
A 2 = M + 1	 U2 -
	 1	 (12a,b)
1
1
A 3	 M - 1	 U3 - -1	 (13a,b)
1
A general eigenmode of the initial boundary value problem pan be written
as a sum of the three eizenwaves,
-imt
	
i( /a l )x	 i(1/1,2)A	 i()/.\3)s
U	 e	 ^nle
	 L'1 + a 2 e	 U2 + a 3 e	 U3..	 (14)
IM
I
t^
r. 'h• .	 ..	 ^'1
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The eigenfrequency w and the values of the constants a l l a 2 , a 3 are
determined by the three boundary conditions.
At the inflow boundary at x = 0 there are two boundary conditions which
when linearized and non-dimensionalized have the form,
C in U	 0,	 (15)
where	 C in	 is a 2 x 3 matrix.	 Substitution of (14) into (15) yields the
equation,
b11	 b12	 b13	 °`1 )
a 2	 - 0	 (16)
b21	 b 	 b23	
113
where
b11	 b12	 b13\
=
in 
1	 U 2	 U 3 ;.	 (17)
b 21	 b22	 b23
A necessary condition for the initial boundary value problem co be
wellposed is that the 2 x 2 matrix
b 11	 b12
b21	 b22
is nonsingular and so can be inverted to obtain a l and a
2 , the values of
the incoming characteristics, as a function of a 3, the value of the outgoing
characteristic.
D--I
tflow boundary condition yields one equation of the fora
S
C
	
U
out 
(18)
and substitution of (14) produces
C1 l
1 b 31	 b32	 b33)	 n2	 0'
 (\	 a3
where
^ b 31	 b 32	 b33) = U out re	 1 U1	 e	 2 U2	 e	 3 U3''	 (20)
The second necessary condition for the wellposedness of the initial
boundary value problem is that b 33 is nonzero so that a 3 the value of the
incoming characteristic can be determined as a function of a l and a 2 the
values of the outgoing characteristics.
Equations (16) and (19) can be written jointl y as
a,
z3
To obtain a nontrivial ei£enmode B(:) must be singular and the vector
( a l	a2
	a3 )T	 must be a corresponding null vector. 	 Thus the eigen-
frequenices can be calculated from the .following determinant equation
	
det B(.) - 0.	 (22)
(19)
1
J
-?1
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The matrix	 B	 can also be used to examine whether the steady-state
boundary value problem is wellposed. The three requirements for wellposedness
are that a solution exists, is unique, and small perturbations in the boundary
data prodoce small perturbations in the solution.
The linearized steady-state boundary value problem has a zero solution and
this solution is unique provided there are no nonzero solutions to
B(0)	
x2	
- 0 9 	(23)
x3
i.e., provided that B(0) is non-singular.
A perturbation of the boundary data leads to an equation of the form
^1	 ?1
B(0)	 :2	
'2	
(24)
^?	 ,3
which, provided B(0) is nonsin gular, can be solved to obtain
(.z l	a2	a3 ) T
 which define the characteristic perturbations of the steady-
state solution.
Thus the linearized stead y -state bour..iary value problem is wellposed if,
and only if, det B(0) is nonzero, or alternatively the initial boundary value
problem does not have a zero eigenfrequency.
3. EXAMPLES
(a) FntroDv, Fnthalpv Specified at Inflow, Pressure at Outflow
The physical boundary conditions :ire
-1
x - 0
-1
0	 1	 p
01
	 (26a)
(Y- 1 )`f	 Y	 p ;M
7
P , /P , 	p/P Y	 (25a)
X - 0
r21 u .2 + Yp.
	
Y21 u 2 +	 (25b)
P
X - L	 p'	 p,	 (25c)
where P', u ' , p' are the unsteady physical variables which are a sum of the
	
steady-state and unstead y
 perturbation variables.	 The corresponding
linearized non-dimensionalized equations are
a
X - 1	 ( 0	 0	 1)	 u- 0.	 (26b)
P
At x - 0 substitution of the eigenvector definitions (llb), (12b), and (13b)
into the eibenmode definition (14) yields
P
	 (10	
11al
u	
-e-"jt
	 1	 -1	 n2
P	 0	 1	 1	 a3
Substitution of this equation into (26a) produces the characteristic inflow
boundary condition
(27)
ASS ^•1 ^.	 ^-
-1	 0	 1	 1	 1	 1	 nl
(Y- I )M	 Y) (0
	 1	
1	 (.13
0	 1	 -1	 Y2
-1	 0	 0	 0`1
a 2	- 0.
	 (22)
33
Similarly at x - 1
(
0	 1	 1	 1
	 (a l exp(ij/al)
U) - J"t	 0	 1	 -1	 It exp(i'.JA2) (29 )
p	 0	 1	 1	 n3 exp(iw /13)
 ) I
and substitution into (25b) produces the characteristic outflow bou.-a-iry
condition
8
1	 1	 1	 ( a,
(0	 0	 1)	 0	 1	 -1	
'2
0	 1	 1	 z3
exp(iw/11)
exp(i,: /a2)
exp(iw/13)
f 0exp(i: /a 2 )	 exp(iv/13))
	
"2	
0
	
(30)
"3
To gether equations (28) and (30) define the matrix B
	
-1
	
0
	
0
B(w) -	 -1	 0-1)('+M)	 ( r -1)(1-M)	 (31)
	
0
	
exp(i.,/^2)	 exp(LiA3)
,^►, -r, fir: _	 _	 .
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The eigenfrequencies are given by
det B - (Y-1)'( 1 - `4) exp(i .;A 	- ( 1 +`1) exp(iw /, 3 )l • 0,	 (3:)
..> exP11 
21 u,
y2 / 	1 - r	 (33)
2
..> w	 -i log(' + y ) + 2n-r	 (3-)
where n is an integer.
Thus there is an infinite set of discrete eigenfrequencies.	 It is usef-'.
to define a decay rate 1n
an def - Ic:(_ n ).	 (35)
For this example
to	 1 + `i	 (3"
n	 2	 d 1- K
The amplituOe of the eigennode grows, or decays, as 	 exp(-at), so t`.e
requirement for all eigenmodes to decay is a n > 0 for every	 n.	 In this
example the requirement is satisfied and so any initial disturhance at
t	 0 will decay exponentially.
(b) Mass Flux, Fnthal^y Specified at Inflow, Pressure at Mitflow
The physical boundary conditions are
"u"	 A u	 (37a)
X - 0
—`1 u'
`
 + Y
-^	 u` + Yr	 (375)
a
X - L	 p' 0 P .	 (37c)
9
oI
i•	 , ,
10
	
u	 1+y
B	 -1	 (Y-1)(1+'-1)
	
0	 exp(i,.,A2)
M - I
0-1)(1-M) )
exp(iy/a 3)
f
(38)
Omitting the algebraic details the resultant matrix B is
The eigenfrequencies are
1	 M	 (1 + M)(1 + M( Y
 - 1))
W 	 —T— l- i log l(1 - X1)(1 - M(( - 1))1 + 2(n +1/2 )^J
The deca y rates are
1)
1 - M ` 	 g (1	 `!)( 1 +'40 _ 1))19n	
T—
 
to 
( (I
	 X)(1	 M( _ {	 1) /
(c) Density, Pressure Snecified at Tnflow, Pressure at Outflow
The physical boundary conditions are
X - 0	 )
l p-	 p
X - L
	 p'	 p .
(39)
(+V)
(Sla)
(•'+1`')
(41c)
The matrix B is
1	 1	 1
R	 0	 1	 1
	
(s2)
exp(LdX 2 )	 exp (iw/\3)
'tv -t
•1
it
The eigenfrequenices are
	
W
n 
• (1 - M 2 )n y ,	 (43)
an.i the decay rates are zero.
Since one of the eigenfrequenices is zero the stead y-state boundary value
problem is ill-posed, as discussed earlier.
(d) Density, Velocity Specified at In f low, Pressure at Outflow
The physical boundary conditions are
	
P
	 (44a)
X - O
u 	 u	 (44b)
X	 L	 p'	 p.	 (4.c)	 i
a
The matrix B is
1	 1	 1
B ^	 0	 1	 -1	 ^	 (45)
Q	 exp(i'.:A2)	 exp(J.  ;3)
The eigenfrequenices are
	
wn M2)(n + 112	 (46)
and the decay rates are ;ero.
In this example the steady- state boundary value problem is wellposed but
because of the zero decay r tes unsteady oscillations will continue
indefinitely without exporontial growth or decay.
bow--._— J1
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(e) Non-reflecting Boundary Conditions
The full nonlinear non-reflecting boundary conditions specify entropy
and the appropriate Riemann invariant at the inflow, and the other Riemann
invariant at the outflow [41
X = 0
-	 2
u' + 
2
— c' u + — c
	
(47b)Y-1	 Y-1
X- L	 u" - 2 c"	 u- 2Y-1 c	 (47c)^^-1 
The matrix B is
-1	 0	 0
B	
- yli	
2	 0	 (48)
	
1 exp(i-:/." )	 0	 -2 exp(i^/a )i-1	 1	 3
Det B = 0	 leads to a = +	 which reflects the fact that with these
boundary conditions the unsteady perturbations become zero after the finite
ti-ie it takes for all three characteristic waves to cross the domain once.
CONCLUSIONS
The calculation of the exponential decay rates of physical eigenmodes has
implications for the stahility and convergence rates of time-marching finite
difference computations. If the analytic problem has exponentially increasing
eigenmodes then for sufficiently fine grid resolution a time-accurate
nu^.erical
	
solution will	 exhibit	 corresponding exponentially	 increasing
`-	
-- — -- - ---- 
----------- -
	
3^ -Ww.
	 -	 . •	 J
Y•
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eigenmodes.	 In a forthcoming paper, Trefethen (8] will prove that for a
linear constant coefficient system such as this the three conditions:
(i) Exponentially decaying physical eigenmodes,
(ii) Dissipative interior numerical scheme,
(iii) GKS-stable numerical boundary conditions,
are sufficient to ensure the P-stability of a time-marching method for a
sufficiently fine grid. P-stability was defined by Beam, Warming and Yee [2]
and corresponds to GKS-stability with the additional requirement that none of
the numerical eigenmodes increases exponentially.	 The precise definition of
the theorem and its proof are given in (8), but in essence the argument is 	 I
that condition (i) ensures that low frequency physical waves decay, while
conditions (ii) and (iii) ensure the decay of high frequency waves, both
physical and non-physical.
The exponential decay rates for the physical eigenmodes also provide a
useful lower limit on the spectral radius of the finite difference tire-
marching procedure. If a physical eigenmode decays as exp(--3t) with
r
o > 0,	 then, for a sufficiently fine grid the corresponding numerical
eizen-node decays approximately as exp(-•3 r. It)	 where	 n	 is the iteration
nu:.ber and At
	
is the time-step. As the grid is refined with At/'x held
constant, ^t - 0 and so the spectral radius is no less than
1 - Cwt + 0(^t 2 ).	 If o - 0, as in example (d), the phys'cal eigenmodes are
neutrall y stable and so the numerical conver gence rate towards steady-state is
due solely tj numerical dissi pation. If this dissipation is of n th order then
the corresponding spectral radius is
	
1 - 0(-st n+1 ).	 Non-reflecting boundary
conditions as in example (e) clearly give a much faster rate of convergence,
but in two or three dimensions perfectly non-reflecting boundary conditions do
not exist and in general the best that can be achieved is that there is zero
0"
44.
j	 14
r •.
reflection for locally plane waves propagating in a particular chosen
direction [1].
It is not clear to what extent the conclusions for this model problem,
with linearized perturbations and constant coefficients, are valid for more
general flows such as transonic quasi-one-dimensional and two-dimensional
t
flows.	 Nonlinear mechanisms at sonic lines and shocks are undoubtedly very
important.	 However the decay to steady-state of low frequency waves will
still depend on the physical boundary conditions and so this analysis should
provide insight into the effect of the boundary conditions.
DJ
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Abstract
The unsteady quasi-one-dimensional Euler equations are solved
using a conservative box method which is second order accurate and
requires no non-physical boundary conditions. No artificial viscosity
is used and so the shock cells and sonic cells require special treatment
which is related to the behavior of the analytic characteristics.
Results are given for a converging-diverging channel with a moving shock
due to the periodic oscillation of the inlet boundary conditions.
J
3	 n
i	 Notation
vdrid`JiBb
A	 Cross-sectional area of duct
c Speed of sound
E	 Enthalpy
F	 Flux vector
p	 Pressure
P	 Pressure vector
u Velocity
U	 Conservative state vector
P	 Density
Y	 Ratio of specific heats
Subscripts
j	 Spatial index for discrete variables
°	 Stagnation quantity
e	 Exit quantity
Superscript
n	 Iteration number for discrete variables
D- I
41. Introduction
The box method was first proposed by Keller [1) for solving
parabolic equations in which the second order p.d.e. is first rewritten
as a coupled system of first order p.d.e.'s. It is now widely used for
solving the boundary layer equations. It also has several attractivi
features for solving hyperbolic systems. It is second order accurate,
requires no non-physical boundary conditions (such as extrapolation of
characteristics as required by 3-point differencing schemes ) and for
the model problem u t+cux - 0 it gives the exact answer if cpt/Ax-1.
The box method was first used to solve the 1-D Euler equations by
S. Wornom (2). Since Wornom was interested in steady-state solutions he
used a Backward Euler version of the box method and assumed constant
stagnation enthalpy. For large At this converges rapidly to the steady
state solution. In supersonic regions artificial compressibilty was
introduced (as proposed by Eberle [4]) to achieve shock capturing and
prevent expansion shocks near the sonic point. As a consequence one
non-physical boundary condition was required at the supersonic outlet
and this prod,;:ed a boundary-layer type behavior at the outlet. Wornom
has also used the time-accurate box method to solve the 1-D unsteady
Euler equations (3). In this paper he chose not to use artificial
compressibilty and consequently did not require any non-physical bound-
ary conditions but did require special treatment of the sonic cell and
was unable to handle the shock cell.
In section 2 of this report the conservative equations are
derived for subsonic cells (cells for which both the inflow and the
outflow are subsonic), and supersonic cells (cells for which both the
inflow and the outflow are supersonic). These equations are identical
to those used by Wornom (3]. Section 3 derives the physical boundary
conditions and their numerical implementation. Section 4 discusses the
rUfficultics with sonic cells (cells for which the inflow is subsonic
but the outflow is supersonic), and shock cells (cells for which the
-	 W'W ^0_ -	 -	 -0)
5inflow is supersonic but the outflow is subsonic), and their relation to
the behavior of the analytic charcteristics. For the sonic cell the
difficulties are resolved by imposing an additional characteristic
equation. For the shock cell a natural form of shock fitting is derived
with the shock position being an additional variable. Section 5
presents a computational example of a convergent-divergent channel with
a shock which oscillates due to a periodic oscillation in the inlet
stagnation pressure. Finally section 6 discusses the results and the
difficulties and current achievements in extensions to the
two-dimensional Euler equations.
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2. Equations for Subsonic and Supersonic Cells
1i
	
	
The unsteady quasi-ore-dimensional Euler equations for a
variable area nozzle are,
L(Au) + L( AF) + AE - 0	 (1)
	
at	 ax	 ax
where
p	 pu	 0
U	 pu	 F	 C'ti	 P- p 	 (2-4)
t.
	pE
	
(pE+p)u	 0
An integral form of Eq. (1) for any computational cell is,
	
at f
x j+1	 xj+1	 xj+1
AU dx + AF	 AL- dx - 0	 (5)
	
A	
x3	
x 
This equation remains valid even when there is a shock in the
interval (xx	 ) (provided aP is correctly represented by a Dirac,i	 j +1	 ax
delta function) and is the basis of the finite difference equations.
As illustrated in figure 1 the approximations which are
introduced are that A is piecewise linear between x. and x j+1 ana U is
piecewise constant between x. 	 and x	 With these approximations
eq.(5) becomes,
(x-x ) a 11 A	 U+	 A	 U	 + A.	 F	 - A F
J +1	 j	 at z	 j+1	 j	 2	 j+	 j+ 1 + 1 	j+1
r
+ A j +i (P j+1 -P j ) - 0	 (o)
f^
I ►
E
}
^^^ - - -
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where A j+°j 0A j+°j(A j+1 -A j ). Now a U is approximated by at(U;'1-Un)
and the flux term F  (and similarly P j ) is approximated at time level
n+g by a linearized expansion F; +$ .Fj	 F(Uj+1-Ui). 9-1 corresponds to
the Backward Euler version while A-1/2 corresponds to the time -accurate
Cox scheme used by aornom in (3). Thus the finite difference equations
which are used are,
	
lLX L
°t (2 
A j+1 °U j + 2 Ai +; 
1Jj +1, +
• A	 F
	J +1	 j+ 1 ' a	 nu	
A
	
au	 j+1) - j l F j + e	 Uau °i(	 l
• Aj+j (P^+1 + g au °Uj+1 - Pj - A au °Ujl 	 - 0	 (7)
In ma t rix form the equations are,
B  ^Uj + Cn AUUn+1' 	 -R j+}
where,
B j	
2°t A
j+; I - e A. au - e Aj +} aP
n_ °x_F
	
3 
Cj
	
T—t A j+1 I ' 9 A j+1 aU ' 9 A j+j a[J
Aj+
1 (Pu) j+t - A i (vu)j
R	
-	
A	 (ou =) n	 - An (o ut ) n + A	 (pn	 - pn)
J + 1	 j+t	 j+t	 j	 j	 j*^	 j+t	 j
Aj
+1 (a E+ F) u 	- A ( o E+p)u j
	
J +1	 j 
(8)
(9)
(10)
ti
0
aF
-u3
oU
-yEu+(Y-1)ul
	
1	 0
	2u 	 0
3
YE-Z(Y-1)u^	 T
(12)
NOW	 - O	
,o I
fl . , . ^	
4'
8
0
	
0
	
0 1
ap	 1
aU	
Z(Y-1)uj	
—(Y-1)u	 Y-1	 (13)
0
	
0
	
0
bow  - —.
a3. Boundary Conditions
a) Supersonic Inlet and Outlet
At supersonic inlets there are three boundary conditions which
together totally specify the flow variables at the inlet. At supersonic
outlets there are no physical boundary conditions, and no boundary
conditions are required for the numerical solution.
b) Subsonic Inlet
At subsonic inlets two boundary conditons are required and they
are chosen to be specified stagnation pressure and density. For 	 1
programming simplicity these are implemented through the following
equivalent two conditions.
1p
_ )n+1	
Y
a Y)1	 = p o p, 	 (14)
which when linearized becomes,
n
Y-1 u2-c2	 A,n - (Y-1)u l A(pu)n + (Y- 1 ) A(p,)n	 -Pn + p o (pn/p o ) Y 	(15)
2	 i
end
1	 n+1
^^ u2 + c ?	 = C22	 i
which when linearized becomes,
(=1)2 u2 - c2
J
n Ap n - ( Y- 1) 2 un A(P u)n + Y(Y-1) G(pE)n
I
(	
\I 
n
- pn I r-u2 + c 2 - C2	 (17)
c) Subsonic Outlet
At subsonic outlets one boundary condition is required which is
chosen to be specified exit pressure.
(16)
(D'
J ^^
10
n+1
J	 e
	 (18)
which when linearized becomes,
n
i:
2_
,
	
^ u'	 6p  - (Y-1)Un
 A(pu)J + (1-1) A(pE)J - !3e - pJ	 (19)
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4. Equations for Sonic and Shock Cells
In a case in which the flow is supersonic in the entire domain,
the inlet flow is specified and the matrix equation (7) can be solved
to obtain AU  and then the other AU  by marching downstream. In a case
in which the flow is subsonic in the entire domain, there are 3J
variables, (the pU at 1<j<J), 3(J-1) cell equations and 3 boundary
conditions, two at the inlet and one at the outlet. Thus the number of
equations equals the number of variables. The system can be written as
a block tridiagonal set of equations with 3x3 blocks and solved by
standard methods. 7f 0=0.5 the equations reduce in both cases to those
used by wornom (3].
Solutions for the above two flow problems are straightforward.
The difficulties arise with shocks and sonic points. Consider the case
in which the Zlow is supersonic at the inlet and subsonic at the outlet.
There are still 3J flow variables and 3(J -1) cell equations, but now
there are 4 boundary conditions so there is one more equation than
variable. This can be understood by considering the behavior of the
analytic characteristics. The characteristic velocities are u,u±c so
there are four characteristics entering the shock cell, three on the
supersonic inflow side of the cell and one on the subsonic outflow side.
For a steady-state problem the "characteristic information" from the u-c
characteristics entering the cell on each side must match, but in an
unsteady problem the mismatch determines the shock velocity. This
suggests that some form of shock fitting is neccessary. The procedure
chosen was to define one additional variable, x s , the shock position.
In the shock cell it is assumed that,
U	 x, < x < x
U -	 J	 3	 s	 (20)
U j+1	 x  < x < xj+1
as illustated in figure 2, and so defining a n by
1-
	
xs (tn ) - x  + an(xj+1-xj)
	
(21)
the conservation equation with spatial discretization is,
(x j+1
-x j ) 
at 
^. i
2 A +a/2 U + 2 A +11+a)/2 U +1 + A +1 F +1 - A F,j	 j	 j	 j)	 j	 j	 j	 J
+ A .
+a	 ^
(P.+1
	 j
- P
 ) - 0	 (22)
^ 
and the fully discretized finite difference equation is,
Gx a
n A	 AU  + (1-a n ) A	 AU 	 + A	 (Un-Un ) Dan
Lt	 3 +a/2	 j	 j+(l+a)/2	 j+1	 J+a	 j	 J +1	 )
+ A j+1 ( F j+1 + 6 aU ,Uj+1) - Aj (,nJ + 6 aU ^U3)
n	 aP n	 n	 aP n	 n	 n aA n
+ A.
	 P.	 + 8
	
,tUj
+1 	 j- P j - A au t,U	 + 8(P.	 -P )	 X	 = 0j+,\	 j+1	 au
	
i+1
	
j	 aj
(23)
Note the two terms involving pa n , the movement in the shock
position. The first comes from the contribution to
xj+1
AU
f
dx
at
x.
due to the movement of the chock, and the other is because the pressure
jump acts across the shock ares w)iich changes in size when the shock
moves.
Now that the number of variables equals the number of equations
the system is well-posed and can be solved. If the shock moves upstream
past the supersonic node, U at the supersonic node is replaced by U at
the subsonic node. If the shock moves downstream past the subsonic node
the opposite is done. One feature of this procedure is that it cor-
rectly calculates the velocity of a uniform moving shock in a constant
areo duct.	 Another is that in steady -state solutions the error in the
shock position is 0(Ax 2 ) and so the global second order accuracy of the
box scheme is preserved by this shock treatment.
J
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In the case in which the flow is subsonic at the inlet, becomes
sonic at a throat and is supersonic at the outlet, there are 3J vari-
ables, 3 ( J-1) cell equations and 2 boundary conditions. Thus there are
one too few equations. An explanation of this is that at the sonic line
two characteristics emerge with characteristic velocity u-c, one travel-
ling upstream and one travelling downstream. In the Navier-Stokes
equations the value propagated along these two characteristics would be
determined by viscous forces in the neighborhood of the sonic point, but
in the inviscid Euler equations an extra equation is required to set the
characteristic value at the sonic point. By diagonalizing the Euler
equations it can be shown [6] that the equation satisfied at the sonic
point by the characteristic variable J_ with characteristic velocity
u-c-0 is
aJ ' --22 -cu au=0
	at — t	 at
Thus the numerical condition which is imposed is that LJ_=0
on the subsonic side of the sonic cell. When expressed in terms of
conservation variables this becomes,
+1 u 2 n	 6pn - yun G(Au)n + (y-1) ^(,E) n = 0	 (25)
2	 )j	 ]	 J	 ]	 J
One other problem was found in actual computations near sonic
points. A negative shock from subsonic to supersonic flow is a valid
solution of the steady state Euler equations, and in practice small
negative shocks often occurred. According to an inviscid isentropic
analysis using Riemann invariants [5] these negative shocks should be
unstable to small perturbations and should become expansion fans.
Therefore the problem was solved by identifying negative shocks at the
sonic point, and when they occurred smootLing the two points on either
side of the shock. The shock then turned into an expansion fan and
quickly the solution at the throat became an almost linear expansion
from subsonic to supersonic flow.
(24)
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5. Example
The test example is the unsteady problem of the flow through a
choked converging-diverging nozzle with subsonic inflow and outflow,
constant exit pressure and stagnation entropy and oscillating stagnation
pressure. The nozzle area was defined by,
A(x) 1.	 +	 (x-0.5) 2 (26)
A*
with	 0<x<l 50 node points were used with
x 
	 defined by,
^(.L
l
4 
	
9J	 2l
2
xj _( 9)	 x]49)	 2 J
(27)
which gives slightly greater resolution near the throat.	 The
stagnation pressure was defined by,
1	 Ip	 - (p	 +o	 )	 +
'
(p	 -o	 )	 Cos( 2-rn )
'
(28)
° 2	 max	 min	 2 max	 min 200
with,
p /p	 =	 1.4 p/p	
'
1.2 (29,30)
max exit min	 exit
For reference steady flow is choked for p ° /p exit > 1
' 235 , and
figures 3,4 show the steady-state solutions corresponding to F
	
and
min
p max with the former being unchoked and the latter choked. Figure 5
shows the unsteady solution which remains choked at all times. The
throat remains close to sonic throughout the oscillation and so there is
little oscillation in Mach number between the inlet and the shock. The
shock position varies greatly and so the outflow Mach number oscillates
considerably. One interesting feature is the "wiggles" in the solution
near the sonic line. The spatial wavelength of the induced oscillations
is proportional to the local characteristic velocity. Near the sonic
line u-c is small, so the wavelength of oscillations of the correspond-
ing characteristic is small.
W
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This problem has a time-step stability limit of approximately,
usAt/6x<0.2 where u s
 is the shock speed. The instability occurs when
the shock is moving downstream. On the subsonic side of the shock cell
U is defined to be cons;.r.iit n x s <x<x j 2 . In the worst case x9. x and
+=	 j
tt
so if Ax n >(x	 -x )12 trey ,	 is constant on a negative length. Thisj+t	 j	 j
justifies a stabi	 imit of u s pt/px<0.5 . In practice the block
inversion in the sut	 is solver becomes nearly singular at a lower At.
ei
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+	 6. Conclusions
The most important conclusion is that it is possible to solve
the Euler equations using a truly inviscid numerical method with no
artificial viscosity and no spurious numerical boundary conditions.
However this requires shock tracking and special treatment at sonic
points to replace viscous mechanisms with appropriate inviscid
conditions. In 1-D it is relatively easy to produce an efficient
time-accurate scheme, but in 2-D the problems are much greater. in (3]
Wornom develops a numerical scheme for steady-state two-dimensional
Euler flow and presents an example of a supersonic shock reflection
problem. Unfortunately the method is severely limited by a requirement
.hat each of the characteristic velocities u,u±c,v,vtc must not change
in si4n in the domain. in (7] Drela and Giles also develop methods for
steady-state two-dimensional Euler flow using a conservative streamtube
formulation. In supersonic applications the solution can be marched
downstream, and accurately captures shocks without the introduction of
artificial viscosity. In subsonic applications a very efficient
relaxation procedure, similar to potential solvers, is used. In
transonic applications artificial compressibility (very similar to that
in (21) is used to capture shocks. Further work is being done to
improve the performance of the transonic solver. One possibility is a
special treatment of sonic and shock cells in a manner analogous to that
used in this paper. However at present no procedure for doing this has
been found and, looking further ahead to 3-0 calculations, it seems
probable that a shock-capturing scheme will be much easier.
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Figure 1. Illustration of piecewise !.near definition of A and
piecewise constant definition of U.
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Figure 2. Illustration of piecewise constant definitic.i of U in
a shock cell with shock movement.
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Figure 4. Mach number for steady-state sol-xtion with c = p
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Figure 5. Mach number at equal intervals during cscillation of
inlet stagnation pressure
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